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SUH'l'UOPICAIS

The Way Back
With the conference due shortly and
volume four now complete, we are finally

ADVISORY
MEMBERS

back in business albeit with a whole year

Grant Bayley

missing.

Robin Booth
Keith Boyer

Our new printer is making everything
so much easier;
and

nothing

the quality is excellent

seems

to

be

too

much

trouble. (Our fingers are crossed)
There

were

quite

a

few

technical

conference

equipment

glitches

reminders

are

etc.

in

so

rather

the

tardy.

The change of venue for the conference
will,

we

certainly

hope,

be

an

acoustically

improvement,

and

with

more

space.
The change to Sunday daytime should

work

Terry Hatch
Pauline lsaachsen
Kevin Johnston
Nick Miller
Barbara Parris
John Prince
Tim Saunderson
Rosemary Steele
Brian Timms
Martin Walker
Peter Waters

make it easier for some members to attend
and

Russell Fransham
Jim Gilchrist
Keith Hammett

preparing this issue - the usual problems
with

Dick Endt

it

will

and

Hepenstall

certainly

involve

preparation
has

joined

all

much

round.

the

team

less

Brian
and,

together with the regulars, we should all
be able to enjoy a fun time.
Marjorie Lowe
Brian Timms
Editors
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CONFERENCE 2007
SPEAKERS
ROBIN BOOTH
"Special

plants

growing

in

the

Wharepuke

Subtropical

Garden

grounds in Kerikeri".
Robin is a very knowledgeable and well-known horticulturist. He
has been growing and propagating subtropicals plants for many years.
Foundation member.

RUSSELL FRANSHAM
"The amids commonly known as taro".
Russell is also a well-known horticulturist and landscaper. At his
nursery

and

home

at

Matapouri

Bay,

Northland

is

an

extensive

collection of tropical and subtropical species.
Foundation member.

PAULINE ISAACHSEN
"Aspects of bamboo".
Isaachsen is the name that is synonymous with bamboo - the
nursery in Oratia has been long established and carries both rare and
common varieties.
Foundation member.

KEVIN JOHNSTON
"Cycads"
Kevin is a former president and editor of the New Zealand Palm &
Cycad Society. As well as growing palms and cycads commercially, he
produces other subtropical plants.

BARBARA PARRIS
"Right fern, right place".
Dr.

Parris is an international fern authority who retired to New

Zealand from Kew Gardens. Barbara is a very keen gardener who has,
probably,

the

largest

collection

of

species

and

cultivar

vireya

rhododendrons in the country.
Foundation member.
•The subject of the last talk is to be finalised.
The day will finish with a small auction of plants, including some of
those that were the subject of talks.

•Forms must be returned by Wednesday the 3rd October in order
to finalise the catering arrangements.
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EXPERIMENTING WITH ANTHURIUMS IN THE
GARDEN
Marjorie Lowe
On the cover of the spring magazine we featured what, as far as we
have

been

able

crystallinum,
For

to

find

out,

was

the

Anthurium

humid-tropical,

an ornamental foliage anthurium.

many

years,

the

only

bold

flowering

anthurium

available (and that erratically) was the subtropical

(scherzerianum

x

A.

x

that

was

hortulanum

?), with bright red spathes and a curly, gold spadix.

Then the house plant specialists brought out the humid-tropical

cultorum (A. andraeanum

x

?)

A.

x

in many colour variations that have been

hybridised to resist lower temperatures so that they could be used in
Florida gardens.
The plant sold here

as

A. scherzerianum

grows

in the garden

readily in shady, frost-free areas. I have found that those labelled

andraeanum will,

A.

from certain growers, not only survive the winter but

continue putting out new leaves and a few new flowers, which die in
early spring. This seems to apply to the bright red cultivars only. I
have had the orange/ green spathed plants last the winter but no new
leaves or flowers and a small pink

one seems to be dying on me

although it is struggling to put out a new leaf (mid-spring).
Although these anthuriums are now available in flower all year
round, they are particularly aimed at the winter house plant market.
Because they are propagated and grown on under glass, with heavy
feeding

and

temperatures;

high
at

providing suitable

temperatures,
least

until

positions

they

some

can be

need

to

summer
found

for

be

kept

heat
them,

at

house

arrives.

Then,

it

should be

possible to acclimatise them to our conditions.
Front cover:
A rather large clump of Anthurium amnicola (in a pot) was

placed under the plum tree so that I could get this photograph.
Inside front cover:
Top Anthurium x hortulanum 'Unica'

Bottom Anthurium x hortulanum 'Rustica'

Photos: Marjorie Lowe
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Some

I

have

transferred

into

larger

clay

pots

as

they

are

underneath a plum tree with aggressive, fibrous roots. I place saucers
beneath them to prevent root infiltration and turn them upside down
in winter and early spring to assist in drainage. This way I can control
both

feeding

and

watering,

but

they

will

probably

never

be

as

impressive as when bought from the retailer.
Like heliconias, many of us thought that we would never be able to
grow and flower anthuriums in the garden in our cooler parts of the
subtropics.

Experimenting however has proved otherwise

in some

cases.
But over this past late autumn/winter a new range of anthuriums
has been become available. One of the first to appear was the plant
that graces our cover,

A. amnicola, probably a cultivar. Labelled

incorrectly as Anthurium andraeanum, it has a differently shaped leaf
and inflorescence and both are much smaller. Originally described in
1978 as A. lilacinum (there is a photograph of a pink hybrid in Stirling

Macoboy's

'What flower is that?')

the

name was discovered to be

already in use and so was changed to A. amnicola in 1980. Since then,
it has been used extensively in hybridising small, compact plants for
indoor use.

The species is apparently difficult to cultivate but the

hybrids are both easy and available. The probable difficulty with the
species is that its natural

habitat is

as a stream dweller,

growing on boulders in streams in its native Panama.

found

With this in

mind, I intend splitting my plant in two and keeping one half for a
house plant and putting the other half (potted up) in a shady place on
the terrace. Panama is warm so it will be interesting to see whether
the plant survives the next winter.

INVITATION
To any members of the SUHTUOPIC1US Society
residing in the Bay of Islands
who would like to join in
with a group of

Palm and Cycad
enthusiasts
Please ring for details
Colin and Sandra
evenings(09)407-9128
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amnicola cultivars, there were three very different
hortulanum (scherzerianum) cultivars.

As well as the A.
A. x

'Unica'
The spathes on this cultivar are white with greenish overtones that
from a distance appear slightly lime-green. The spadices are gold and
either straight or only slightly twisted or curled.

'Rustica'
The spathes on this cultivar are bright red but seem matt rather than
glossy as on the species. The spadix is a much paler red and seems to
have lost all its 'pigtail' curl. This is a smaller plant than either 'Unica'
or 'Caribbean'.

'Caribbean'
The spathes on this cultivar are so covered with bright orange-red
spots/dots over a possibly creamy-white background that the general
effect is terracotta or apricot. Again the hybridising has resulted in
only faintly curled spadices.

scherzerianum in

Because these cultivars have the subtropical A.

their parentage, acclimatising them to the great outdoors should not
be too difficult given frost-free conditions.
weather

warms

up,

the

plants

should

Again,

have

by the time the

recovered

from

their

previously coddled existence. After the warmth of summer, the slow
cooling down of autumn should enable them to cope with the winter
ahead.
For the cultivars for all three species, a warm corner in shade,
ample humidity/moisture plus very fast drainage,

protection from

wind and frost and humus-rich growing medium are their needs.
Although the parent species can be found growing terrestrially, most
grow in trees and on rocks hence the need for really good drainage.
Now is a good time of year to try your own experiments. The classic
red patent leather anthuriums are readily available all year (note the
name

of

the

Christmas,

supplier

and

don't

buy

if

having used them for festive

it

isn't

there)

decoration

decorate the garden.
Top:
A rose-coloured cultivar of Anthurium amnicola.

Bottom:
Anthurium x hortulanum 'Caribbean'

Photos: Marjorie Lowe
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and,

after

you can then

TWO CHEERFUL REDS
Edith McMillan

Manettia luteorubra
inflata

Firecracker Vine

syn. M. bicolor, M.

This is a very useful subtropical, evergreen vine for planting in
those difficult spots where space is at a premium and where, perhaps,
there is no soil at all. As long as there is something to which the
tendrils can attach themselves, Manettia luteorubra can be grown in a
pot and trained in the direction required, perhaps a distance away. In
this case, regular feeding would be required to maintain the strength
I
'

of the plant. Very useful for a modestly sized balcony, it won't outgrow
its welcome.
A small vine to approximately 2m, it has the distinction of flowering
all year. Although the yellow-tipped, red tubular flowers are only 23cm long, they are produced all over the climber and when seen at
close quarters are modestly showy. They also have the unusual habit
of turning towards the sun. Like many vines, climbers and twines, M.
luteorubra will grow towards

the sun but prefers its roots to be

shaded.
A native of Paraguay,

Uruguay and southern Brazil in tropical

woodland and rain forest (Zone 10, 11), it needs a sheltered spot as it
is frost tender when young. Humid conditions and any reasonable soil
that is not dry in summer will suffice. Training the stems to cover the
base of the vine and cutting back regularly to renew the lower growth
will keep this plant looking attractive.

CRINODENDRON HOOKERIANUM
Chile Lantern Tree
'·

Although

usually

grown

as

a

big

shrub,

the

evergreen

Chile

Lantern tree can grow or be trained into a small tree up to about seven
metres, but is generally seen at half this height. The branches are
fairly stiff and upright with dark green leaves.

Top:
1i

Manettia luteorubra

trained through a north facing trellis.

Bottom:
Crinodendron hookerianum in flower in the Chatham Islands
and looking great in summer shade.
Photo: Grant Bayley
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This is one of our

'Great

Pretender' subtropicals.

Although,

in

flower, it looks quite exotic it is actually hardy down to about -l0°C.
For those of our members who garden in cooler areas, especially on
the coast,

C.

hookerianum has some

interesting characteristics.

It

grows in shade to semi-shade but will stand our cool summers in sun
as long as the roots have a cool run. In the shade of a south-facing
wall would be suitable if there is good drainage, humus-rich soil, year
round moisture and, preferably, high humidity.

A most important

need is acid soil as with camellias and rhododendrons.
The flowers, which bloom in early summer are, as the common
name suggests, shaped like small lanterns and open from cherry-like
buds at the ends of long stalks.

A well-grown plant can be very

colourful at Christmas if the spring has been reasonably warm.

SEPTEMBER
29th - Saturday 9am-4pm
Auckland Clivia Show
Botanic Gardens Visitors Centre
Hill Road, Manurewa
Workshops, plants on sale
Ph. (09) 521-3062
29th, 30th Taranaki Orchid Society
Central School Hall, Pendarves Street, New Plymouth
Ph. (06) 751-1184 Email joywray@xtra.co.nz
29th, 30th - 9am-4pm
Auckland Bonsai Society display
Eden Garden, 24 Omana Avenue, Epsom
Ph. (09) 627-9075

OCTOBER
6th - 9am-4pm
Tauranga Clivia Show
Plant Struck Nursery, 139 Te Puna Road, Tauranga
Workshops, plants on sale
Ph. (07) 552-4962
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Clements Roa
Matapouri Bay
Northland
OPEN WEEKENDS
am - 3pm
Or BY APROINTMENT

Alocasias,
Colocasias
& Xanthonomas

Jim & Sharon
Gilchrist

pottering about
Military Road RD 7
Whakatane

Fax: 09-�343179
russ@igrin.co.nz

Phone/fax (07)322-8201
potteringabout@xtra.co.nz

or visit our w eb site

www.potteringabout.com

LANDSENDT
108 Parker Road

Oratia, Auckland
Phone (09) 818 6914
Fax (09) 818 6391

For a catalogue
and
to order
Ph. 09-4343980

www .subtropical. co .nz

Palm
pecialists

Email endt@ihug.co.nz

Open Monday - Saturday
9am 5 pm
Sundays by appointment
-
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EVERYTHING COMES TO THOSE WHO WAIT
Jonathan Voysey
After many, many years (I am too ashamed to admit just how
many) and much moving about, my Zygopetalum mackayi orchid
finally sent up a strongly scented flowering stem last winter. This year,
in the last week of autumn, the first of two flowering spikes emerged.
The SOcm stem carried five flowers at different angles that lasted for at
least five weeks. In late June (almost mid-winter), a second, more
upright stem appeared, this time with seven flowers. With both flower
spikes in flower, the daytime fragrance was rich and wafted around
the terrace. The last flower on the second flower spike finally dropped
in spring (late August),

bringing the total flowering time to three

months and covering the coldest time of the year. The reason for the
length of time taken to flower may well be due to one's reliance on
orchid books, which give conflicting advice as to growing conditions,
suitable temperatures, flowering times and even whether the species
are terrestrials and/ or epiphytic. Almost universally these are aimed
at gardeners who have (sometimes heated) orchid houses.
Grown in the garden their requirements are much the same as the
terrestrial cymbidiums and, like them, they are evergreen, require all
year water, good air movement and room for the development of the
very active rooting system. While Queenslander Robert Friend (Orchids
in your garden) mentions zygopetalums briefly as autumn flowering
and needing 70% shade, he also recommends them for growing on
rocks.

As usual, the best source of information comes from J.

N.

Rentoul of southern Victoria in his Book Two of 'Growing Orchids',
1982. He grows the species, Zygopetalum cri.nitum, in the fork of a
casuarina tree, but feeds it well - minimum temperature has been 6'C
at times. When grown in the ground or (in my case a fairly large
Chinese

octagonal

Worsleya rayneri.

-

pot

in

part

sun

in

the

company

of

the

bulb

Vol.2, no.2), this is not as necessary unless prize

blooms are desired.

Zygopetalum mackayi is a South American species, mainly from
south-eastern Brazil. The genus was first named by William Hooker in
1827. The plant(s) that he used for this purpose were still in good
health and cultivation in 1904 and, for all we know, may still be going
strong.
If my clump continues to grow, I too may eventually have a pot
containing multiple flowerspikes that perfume the air on the terrace
and waft inside. On cold winter days, these quietly beautiful blooms
should give my spirits quite a lift.
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AECHMEA CAUDATA
Marjorie Lowe
In the winter issue I wrote about cool-growing bromeliads, citing
Vriesea philippocoburgii (Photo - Vol.2, No.3) as an outstanding garden
plant for its form and foliage, long-lasting inflorescence and resistance
to cold and neglect. In that article, I referred fleetingly to another
bromeliad with similar traits.
The variegated form of Aechmea caudata is the one that is usually
grown in gardens. From a distance it can look like a clump of hybrid
flax as it has stiff, arching leaves that can be up to 75cm in length and
9cm in width. The plant is happy in full sun, with mid-green leaves
that have longitudinal stripes, but will stand some shade, especially
seasonally. In some clumps the leaves are reliably variegated (another
plant with smaller flowers behind) but in others - see photo opposite a mixture of plain and striped leaves is often found. This is a plant
that has been much hybridised, with the flowerhead showing much
variation in size and shape. Left to multiply, this clump is now about
1.Sm across and, after being shifted from alongside a path, it is sitting
on the surface of the ground and has so far decided not to root.
Warning! The clump was moved because of its spines. Handling at
close quarters is a defensive operation - care and long gloves needed.
The flower bracts are orange, the petals are yellow and when the
flowers die they turn black. At any one time the flowerhead is showy in
yellow, orange and black and stays in colour for approximately one
month. But more! The bracts on the inflorescence slowly change from
orange to yellow and the flower stems can remain in colour from six to
eighteen months. How's that!
Native to the cooler areas of southern Brazil at up to lOOOm, it is
easy to grow, hardy down to -TC, resistant to wind and salt spray, a
reliable bloomer and easily available.
Top:
Zygopetalum mackayi stem in full flower against the north
facing wall of the terrace under a wide overhang in high light. To
the right is the pseudostem and strap leaves of mauve flowered
Worsleya rayneri.
Inset - The close-up of the flower obscures the first stem.
Bottom:
The flower stem at top right is changing from yellow to orange.
Those to the left are already yellow.
Inset - Typical inflorescence showing orange, yellow and black.
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PUYA ALPESTRIS
Marjorie Lowe
Margaret and Robert Flanagan, who have a property at Drury in
South Auckland, planted Puya alpestris and this is the result of the
second flowering. Margaret sent photos of the plant at various stages
and the

full

page shot

shows

the

form

of

the

plant,

leaves and

flowering stems about to reveal their blooms. The close-up shows the
intense

colouring

of

the

flowers

in

the

inflorescence

at

a

more

advanced stage.
I can do no better than to quote in full what Victoria Padilla wrote
in

1973 in "Bromeliads - beautiful, impressive and easy to grow".

Although written a Jong time ago, much of it is still relevant.

PUYA
Molina (pew'ya)
(Name taken from the Mapuche Indians of
Chile, meaning "point")
The genus Puya has several distinctions: it is reputed to be the
most primitive member of the entire bromeliad family;

it has

the

largest species in the family, and it has the species that takes the
longest to bloom. This is P. raimondii, which reaches a height of 35 feet
and takes up to 150 years to develop a flower spike.
All puyas are rugged plants, being native to the Andean highlands,
at altitudes of 10,000 to 14,500 feet. They are terrestrial or saxicolous,
existing along foggy banks or on rocky mountain-sides, the days hot
and the nights cool, and in some instances even tolerating drought or
snow. Only one species, P. dasylirioides, has strayed from its Andean
homeland.

It is to be

found in

Costa

Rica,

growing in the peaty

swamps of the Cerro de Marte at an altitude of 10,000 feet.
Puyas generally range in height from

1 to 30 feet. They have a

rosette of stiff, spiny leaves that are generally green, grey or blue
green. The inflorescence, rising from the centre of the plant, is often
striking for its unusual colour combinations: the petals in blue, purple
and green and the bracts in pink, red, brown or green. The flower
spike may be simple or branching.

Some of the species develop a

yucca-like trunk because they continue to bloom through the years
from the centre of the same plant. But most puyas grow in large
clumps, covering many square feet; as each plant matures, it sends
out new offsets. There are over 160 species of puyas, but only a few
are found in cultivation because their size and requirements place
them out of the range of the average collector.
19
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RHODODENDRONS OF SUBGENUS VIREYA
by Dr George Argent
Reviewer: Barbara Parris
A comprehensive revision of Vireya Rhododendrons is long overdue,
so this new book is most welcome.
The introductory chapters cover much that is purely taxonomic,
but the one on the history of Vireya collecting is fascinating and
documents the contributions made by a number of New Zealanders,
including Felix Jury (unfortunately mis-spelt Dury), Graham Smith,
Keith Adams,

David

Binney,

Michael

Cullinane,

Os Blumhart and

Richard Currie. Felix and Os, in particular, have bred numerous good
garden hybrids of vireya from species collected on their travels.
The bulk of the book comprises the classification and descriptions
of

the

species

313

in

subgenus

Vireya.

The

detailed

technical

descriptions may not be of interest to most horticulturists, but there is
interesting

discussion

cultivation

and

cultivation,

flowering

on

the

sometimes

Rhododendron goodenoughii

introduction

some

of

each

horticultural

"It

is

indeed

prolifically

at

least

a

species

chat,

vigorous

once

a

year

e.g.
plant
and

to
for
in

often

producing odd flowers between main flowerings. The way the flowers
are held erect for some time with a collarette of bracts around the
flower tube is distinctive, and the beautiful scent makes this a very
desirable species for cultivation for those who have reasonable space"
- a description that certainly fits my fourteen-year old plant.
The information on the distribution of each species also covers
habitat, including whether epiphytic or terrestrial, the forest type and
altitude range. The glorious colour photographs and paintings of many
species make the book well worth browsing through - who would not
covet the pale pink

himantodes

flowers of

R. superbum, the white ones of R.
R. brassii, etc.? While some of

or the slender yellow bells of

the species have small and insignificant flowers, a number are garden
worthy plants in their own right, for example,

those illustrated in

Rhododendron rarilepidotum (vol. 1/ 1), R. aurigeranum,
R. jasminifiorum, R. konorii, R. laetum, R. macgregoriae and R. viriosum
(all vol. 5/ 1).
Subtropicals:

Following the

species

accounts is

a chapter

on

collecting and

conservation, but unfortunately this is irrelevant as we are unable to
import seed and cuttings of species not already here.
20

The chapter on cultivation and propagation is largely based on the
experience of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh, with indoor pot
grown plants, although it also contains useful information for those of
us who grow vireyas outdoors. The advice on how to grow them as
epiphytes is particularly interesting, as is that for growing them in the
ground outside in a greenhouse with removable covering that can be
dismantled in summer and replaced for winter - just the thing for
growers in the colder parts of the country. Feeding, pinching, pruning,
deadheading, propagation and growing seed are also covered.
The well-illustrated, rather alarming chapter on pests and diseases
makes me thankful that we have so few problems in New Zealand pity

the

poor

Australian

growers

whose

brightly-coloured

vireya

flowers are eaten by parrots!
This is a book for every serious vireya grower, not just those who
believe that the species have a grace and charm often lost in the
hybrids and that many are not just temperamental and shy-to-flower
primadonnas, but also those who grow only hybrids - a knowledge of
the habitats of their

parents

can be useful for placement in the

garden. My copy has not yet been placed in a permanent home in the
gardening bookshelves, because months after acquisition it is still kept
easily accessible for browsing.
Rhododendrons of subgenus Vireya. Dr George Argent.
382 pp.ISBN 1-902896-61-0

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Members are invited to write in about any problems
they have with identification, health, where to
place specific plants, etc.
As well, queries and comments are solicited
on articles appearing in the magazine.
Our advisory members will endeavour to supply
solutions and answers.
Write, fax or email to
Q& A
PO Box 91-728, Auckland, 1142
Phone/fax (09) 376-6874
Email - marlowe@subtropicals.co.nz
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MAINLY MAGENTA
John Platt

CENTRADENIA INAEQUILATERALIS 'Cascade'
'Cascade' is usually sold in nurseries in full bloom.

In a large

hanging basket it can be quite a spectacular sight and stays in flower
for some time.
This particular cultivar seems to be the only representative of the
four to five species of evergreen perennials or sub-shrubs that the
genus

contains.

A

subtropical

Mexican

native,

it

was

probably

imported for the winter house plant market, but has ended up in
Auckland gardens where it makes a colourful show, starting in late
winter and continuing through most of spring.
However, some gardeners have mixed feelings about this plant.
One member went so far as to describe it as 'a thug'. What makes it so
good as a hanging basket plant are the long graceful stems with
attractive small leaves and plentiful flowers over an extended period.
What causes problems in the garden is that floppy habit and the fact
that

it

roots

where

the

stems

touch

the

soil.

Despite

being

recommended for Zones 10 and 11, and needing to be frost free, it
certainly grows vigorously in Auckland but no more so than many
vines. Regular heading back will keep in under control, more so than
the afore mentioned vines and there does not seem to be a self-seeding
problem. Mine is planted in full sun, in rather poor clay soil and, while
it took a while to establish

it

starting

to

achieve its

purpose

of

providing ground cover under some cordylines.
A member of Melastomataceae, it has typical tibouchina flowers
and square stems.

It grows easily from cuttings or already rooted

sections could be taken. I have just cut some flowering stems to see
how long they will last in a vase and will report back if the experiment
is successful (Justicia brandegeana

-

the Shrimp Plant is a very useful

emergency cut flower, especially as it flowers all year).
Turn to page 34 for Ruellia makoyana.
Top:
A

pendent

stem

of flowering

Centradenia

inaequilateralis

'Cascade' brightens up other miscellaneous out of flower plants.
Bottom:
Just as the camera shutter closed, a solitary flower of Ruellia

makoyana decided
behind it.
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to

head

for

the

ground,

trailing

stamens

BLECHNUM BRASILIENSE
Brazilian Tree Fern

Barbara Parris
Blechnum brasiliense is native to Central and northern South
America. As its popular name implies, a mature plant will develop a
trunk, but this is never as high as our native tree ferns, reaching only
about one metre. The fronds are up to one metre long and 30cm wide,
one-pinnate, and attractively red-coloured when young, like some of
our native Blechnum species (e.g.

B. novae-zelandiae, Subtropicals

3/2-42-43). Unlike our native Blechnum species, however, it has very
similar fertile and sterile fronds.

Blechnum brasiliense is unhappy with deep shade and, the more
light the plant receives, the better-developed the red colour. A mixture
of dappled shade and full sun is ideal; even mid-day sun for an hour
or so is not harmful. Apart from good light it needs ample moisture in
summer and, if provided with both requirements together with shelter
from frost, is a long-lived and trouble-free addition to the subtropical
border. Mine are very happy with their six-monthly general fertiliser
feed. Dead frond removal is recommended for a tidy look.
It is usually sold as a house plant rather than an outdoor fern.
Occasionally plants of B. gibbum will be sold as B. brasiliense. These
never develop red colouration in young fronds and have narrower
pinnae. They are also good garden plants, but require slightly different
treatment.
The illustration shows a clump of young plants that have not yet
developed trunks.
Top:
The showy red new fronds on a young Blechnum brasiliense.
Even when the fern has grown a trunk, because it rarely exceeds
one metre in height, the colour is still very visible.
Bottom:
The dark-green handsome fronds of Gymnocarpium oyamense.

Photos: Barbara Parris
The opinions expressed in letters or articles in this magazine are
the authors' own views and do not necessarily express the policy of the
Subtropicals Society.
All articles, illustrations and photographs in this magazine are
copyright and may not be produced (in whole or in part) in any other
form or medium without the express written consent of the editor.
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GYMNOCARPIUM OYAMENSE
Oak Fern

Barbara Parris
Gymnocarpium oyamense is native from the Himalayas through to

New Guinea. It is a small fern, with narrowly triangular one-pinnate
fronds up to 20 by 15 cm that are produced on a creeping rhizome. Of
all the ferns in my garden, this attracts the most comment, always
favourable, and always involving "what is it?"
The delicate texture

of the fronds belies the hardiness of this

species. In frost-free situations it is evergreen and in frosty situations
it is deciduous (plant bluebells around it for continuous ground cover
through the year). It is an ideal 'front of the border' plant which will
form a slowly-spreading clump. Light shade is ideal; plants will die
back in heavy shade and the fronds will bleach in sunlight. Feeding
twice-yearly with a general fertiliser and watering in dry spells will
keep it happy and dead fronds are tidily hidden by younger growth.
This little fern is only occasionally seen in garden centres, but
deserves to be better-known and more widely-grown. It is amongst my
favourite ferns for attractive appearance throughout the year, ease of
growth and being virtually maintenance-free.

BEREAVEMENT
Earlier this year
we learned of the death after a long illness
of Brian Chudleigh,
who with his wife Cushla
was a foundation member of the society.

A brilliant photographer
particularly of birds
he contributed articles and photographs
for Subtropicals which were most appreciated.
The news came just after the spring issue was
printed and the editor was in hospital.
Our apologies and regrets.
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Palms &
unusual
fruiting plants
Stockists of
interesting plants
*rare fruit *palms
*bromeliads and more
to enhance your
subtropical garden.

NESTLEBRAE
EXOTICS��
www.helensville.co.nz/nestlebrae.ht

(tours by appointment)
219 South Head Rd,
R.D.1

GREEN1S
BROMELIAD
NURSERY AND
SUBTROPICAL
GARDENS
P.D.C. Maungakaramea,
Whangarei 0146
Ph/Fax 09-432-3759
Email: kjgreen@clear.net.nz
Mail Order Catalogue $3

Helensville 1250

Visitors and tour groups welcome

Ph (09) 420-7312

by appointment

Send SAE for list to ...

Native
plant
specialists

Plants for damp places

JOY NURSERIES
Jericho Rd

,

R.0.2 Pukekohe NZ
Phone (09) 238-9129
www.joyplants.co.nz
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TOTARA WATERS
SUBTROPICAL
GARDEN
Specialists in
BROMELIADS & SUCCULENTS
& reds.
& hieroglyphica

•The best range of variegated neoregelias plus miniatures
•Kiwi and Pacific hybrid vrieseas plus fosteriana Rubra

Lots of colour in large collector to landscape grade plants.
Shop hours 9am to 4pm - Monday to Saturday
Garden open first Friday & Saturday each month
Groups by arrangement Garden Admission
89 Totara Road

Whenuapai

$5.00

Auckland

1109) 416-8272 Fax (09) 416-8062 www.totarawaters.co.nz

Plantet
We Help Bring
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art b
Ideas to Lite

The Paphiopedilums

SLIPPER ORCHIIDS
Keith Goodman

Previously I have talked about the cool-growing, winter-flowering
plants

from

Northern

India

fairrieanum, P. venustum,
and P. spicerianum.

P.

(the

insigne

foothills

of

the

P.
P. villosum

Himalayas):

and variety Sanderae,

Temperatures in their natural habitat are much like northern New
Zealand, except that summers are typically hot, cloudy and wet (we
can do that) while winters are clear and dry (more difficult).
However, as with growing many non-indigenous plants, it is often
surprising how far you can push these climatic boundaries. We find
that many of these plants will thrive with a wet winter, but it does
rather tend to spoil the flowers.
Another group of slipper orchids, the

Parvisepalum

from Southern

China, are cool tolerant in winter. These were totally unknown to the
western

world

until

twenty years

ago.

They

are

spectacular,

the

flowers resembling more the Cypripediums of Europe than previously

P. armeniacum bright yellow,
P. malipoense green with a very

known Paphiopedilums. They include

P. micranthum

-

pink and white, and

-

-

tall stem. The latter has the distinction of being one of a very small
number of slipper orchids with a scent. In nature, these species grow
in areas where the winter night temperatures reach zero.
Another aspect of this group is that, in nature, plants tend to
multiply more from producing stolons on long rhizomes from the base
of the growth than from seed (based on western observation).
Most of our plants are grown

under

cover,

the warmth-loving

species with heat, but, each year, as heating costs rise and inclination
to pay declines, the plants are grown progressively cooler over the
winter months.

The Palm & Cycad Society of New Zealand
meets on the first Tuesday of each month excepting January.
The society arranges field trips and has a seed bank,
library and a quarterly magazine.
Enquiries:
Phone(09) 296-7699
PO Box 3871, Auckland
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It always surprises how adaptable some of these plants are: some
species with natural temperatures above
night

temperatures

approaching

zero

10°C will survive repeated

relatively unscathed.

Not all

species mind. If you look at what kills these plants grown a little on
the cold side, it is generally a soft brown rot. So if you can avoid this,
they will most likely live.

'
,.

There are two ways to combat brown rot: fungicides, which I don't
use or, what we in jest call the 'freeze/dry'. Slipper orchids being semi
terrestrial, normally always have some moisture at the roots but, in
cold sheltered conditions, very little moisture is needed. The potting
medium can be allowed to become very dry, but obviously not totally,
and the humidity lowered, combined with ventilation to avoid any
condensation.
This is assuming the daytime temperatures are not much more
than l 5°C, or you may get dehydration, which can also be fatal. As the
seasons change, the plants are gradually given more water.

There are

basic principles - a little water in cold weather and lots in hot weather.
One

recently-available

species

responding

to

'tough

love'

is

P.

primulinum from Northern Sumatra. It is fairly compact with dainty
flowers produced in succession from the same stem.

Each will last

about six weeks and then fall, to be replaced by another within a day
or

two.

Hence,

a

plant

with

a

number

of

lead

growths

can

be

perpetually in flower.
Orchids have exotic connotations, certainly they are highly evolved,
but are plants like any other, with their niche in nature.

Find that

niche, and enjoy the rewards.

Photos:
Top left -

Paphiopedilum malipoense
Photo: Keith Goodman
Top right -

Paphiopedilum micranthum
Bottom right

-

Paphiopedilum primulinum
Bottom left -

Paphiopedilum armeniacum
•

The last three photographs are from "What Orchid Is That?"

edited by Alec Pridgeon.
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And the winner of the $50.00 Touchwoods Books voucher is
Rita Watson, of Red Beach, Whangaparoa.
Rita sent us several shots of her garden from which we chose
this colourful corner.

SPONSORED BY

TOUCHWOOD BOOKS
Specialists in gardening and horticultural books
All our 20,000 books, new and second-hand are listed on the
Internet at http://touchwoodbooks.co.nz
We have books on begonias, bromeliads, cacti and succulents,
epiphyllums, ferns, heliconias, hippeastrums, hoyas, orchids,
palms, Mediterranean gardening and tropical plants all available by mail order.

P.O. BOX 610 HASTINGS
We are only as far away as your telephone
Phone(06)874-2872
Fax (06)874-2701

Email - mail@touchwoodbooks.co.nz

Photos:
TopA

small

corner

in

Dendrobium kingianum

spring
in

of

flower

Rita's
at

the

newish
bottom

garden
and

with

several

clumps of deep red-orange Clivia miniata cultivars fully open
above. And, the bright red berries of last season's clivia flowering.

Photo: Rita Watson
BottomIn the spring issue, Bernie Green wrote an article on

furfuracea

Zamia

but we did not have the space to include the photo. So

here it is, growing well and featuring the golden new leaves.
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RUELLIA MAKOYANA
Monkey Plant, Trailing Velvet Plant

John Platt
After having been in a pot for a few years, this former house plant
finally made it to the garden. An evergreen, subtropical sub-shrub, it
will eventually become dense and spreading with trailing branches. An
under storey plant, R.

makoyana likes bright, broken light and makes

a good 60cm high groundcover.
In fertile, moist, well-drained and, importantly, acid conditions it is
most attractive. As an under storey native from Brazil, (zones 10-12) it
prefers mild conditions with no extremes of heat or cold. As long as
the humidity is reasonably high, it will do well in coastal conditions
but is intolerant of salt.
The velvety leaves have a prominent, silvery stripe down the centre
and the flared tubular flowers are a bright magenta. Flowering time is
autumn and into winter.
Photo on page
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RENEWAL 2008
Included with this issue is the renewal form for

2008

membership

In a previous letter we explained that,
owing to problems encountered
in

2006

and carried over into

2007

,

we felt it better to move onto
the
The index for

2008

2006

autumn issue.

will be included with that issue

Due on the 1st January,

2008
$5.00

there will be the usual discount of
if paid before that date

To keep our costs at their present level
we need to keep our membership
numbers constant - if we gain some more
we will be able to afford more pages!
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MANGOES
Robin Booth
I have been lucky enough to be given two mango trees. These trees
had been grown in large bags inside a plastic house and, so far, they
are settling in very well into their-open ground situation. A growth
flush is just starting, but it is too early to tell how the plants will do.
They are reasonably tropical trees and do not like cold, wet conditions.
There are two settings of fruit on one of the trees and they are forming
well.
Mangoes originate from India, south-east Asia, Australia and the
Solomon Islands. They belong to the Cashew, Rhus and Poison Ivy
family and there are up to thirty species in the genus.
There

indica,

are

more

than

three

hundred

cultivars

of

Mangifera

the mango of commerce. It comes from around Myanmar and

eastern India and is a popular fruit through all the warm-climate
areas of the world. The warm parts of New Zealand are very borderline
for growing them and I only know of a few trees growing outside in the
north.
The plants are very attractive, especially in a growth flush, when
beautiful, shiny, red leaves appear. They harden off to a shiny green.
Blooms are masses of small, cream to pinkish, musky-scented flowers
occurring over dry periods, which in their homelands are in winter.
This is a problem in the north as we have so much rain then. Only one
or two fruit in a flower cluster grow to maturity as many tend to abort
prematurely.
Mangoes prefer a free-draining soil with periods of both wet and
dry. A dry time triggers flowering and a wet one a growth flush. In a
plastic or glass house this is the way to control the fruiting of the
plant. Pruning to keep the plant to about four metres and bushy is
now regarded as the best technique for cropping trees, and this lends
itself to inside cultivation.
People

who

suffer

allergies

should

be

careful

when

handling

mangoes as there may be a reaction to the allergen in the skin and to
a lesser degree in the flesh. If anyone knows where a tree is growing
and fruiting well, could they please let me know.
For more information about Wharepuke Subtropical Garden:
www.subtropicalgarden.co.nz

For accommodation in our garden:
http://www.accommodation-bay-of-islands.co.nz
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TETRASTIGMA SPECIES
Rosemary Steele
Deep in the forests of Borneo, Sumatra and Thailand the world's
largest flowers bloom. Up to almost one metre in diameter, the flowers
have five leathery petals which are red with yellow blotches. A foul
smell attracts the carrion flies that pollinate them. These botanical
curiosities are members of the genus

Rafflesia

and they are parasites,

feeding on the roots of forest vines related to grapes. For most of its
life,

Rafflesia

exists as thin strands within the stems of its host, but

after five years it forms a cabbage-like head from which, after 19-21
months, this amazing flower emerges.
For years botanists have wondered where

Rafflesia

belongs in the

plant kingdom, but recent genetic analysis has shown that it is related
to the Euphorbiaceae, separating some forty-six million years ago.
Some species are close to extinction due, in part, to forest clearance,
but fortunately the flowers have become a tourist attraction so the
local people are being encouraged to preserve their forest habitats.
You

may

wonder

why

these

plants

are

being

discussed

in

a

magazine devoted to subtropicals. Who would want to grow something
smelling like a long-dead sheep, after all? At our last Subtropicals
Plant

Fair,

was

I

voinierianum
sustenance for

lucky

which

Rafflesia.

is

a

enough
species

to
of

Tetrastigma

obtain

the

genus

that

provides

A member of the Vitaceae (grape) family, it

has handsome dark-green leaves palmately divided into five leaflets
10-20cm x 6-1 lcm, with serrated edges. It climbs using tendrils. Since
acquiring

it

I

have

kept

it

in

our

living

room

which

is

neither

particularly warm nor well-lit, yet it is growing quite happily.
I have a friend who had a large one growing in a large plastic house
where it flourished and flowered, so they can obviously tolerate more
light than mine can, although the RHS dictionary specifically says that
it can withstand deep shade.
There are ninety species in the genus and they are found from the
Himalayas to Australia. One species,

T.

harmandii

from Inda-China

and the Philippines, has edible fruit similar in flavour to muscadene
grapes.

Unfortunately,

tetrastigma plants are

dioecious

(male

and

female flowers on separate plants), so most of us are unlikely to have
the room to grow both sexes in order to see for ourselves if this is so.
Courier Climbers ( www .courierclimbers.co.nz) lists both this and T.

voinierianum for

sale. They would have only very limited frost tolerance

so need to be in sheltered frost-free areas.
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LEPIDOZAMIA PEROFFSKYANA
Bernie Green
It would be interesting to know why certain plants become popular,
or commonly available (which is not quite the same thing). A case in
point is the third cycad in this series, the wonderfully polysyllabic
Lepidozamia peroffskyana. The trunk appears scaly (the Greek for
scale is 1epidis') and Peroffsky was a Russian minister of culture who
was a benefactor of the St. Petersburg Botanic Gardens, where the
plant from which the species was described grew.
The Scaly Zamia, as I have seen it labelled in nurseries, is no doubt
a beautiful plant, but it does take up a lot of room; even in young
plants the leaves can be a couple of metres long and, as they tend to
be carried at about 45 degrees or lower, the whole plant has a large
footprint. So do many palms, of course, but these generally grow up
fairly rapidly, leaving a space underneath in a few years.
So, despite what the cycad books say, it is not fast and it is large.
Therefore, in many ways it is not really suited to our small suburban
gardens. If it is planted in the background as a specimen, it tends to
be outgrown by the mid or foreground plants in a few years.
It

is beautiful,

with

its dark-green,

shiny feathers,

which

can

contrast wonderfully with other leaf shapes. It is also more friendly
than Cycas revoluta, seeming to be happy in sun or shade but, coming
from wet Queensland forests, it does like moisture and mulch. To me,
it seems like a mid-ground plant and possibly suits a more jungly look
than C. revoluta or Z. furfuracea. It should not be planted with shrubs
that will overgrow it. Eventually, it will trunk but I'm certainly not
holding my breath with mine, although the base does seem to be
gradually becoming larger. Also, it does seem to cone as a fairly young
plant but, as it frequently produces few or no leaves in the years when
it does cone, this may not be a good thing. L. peroffskyana does not
offset, although old plants may have branched trunks.
So the question remains - why is Lepidozamia peroffskyana so
readily available when it is far from being the best cycad for suburban
gardens? Availability of seeds? Ease of germination? Perhaps it is
another Bangalow Palm - far more available than many other better
palms,

probably

for those very reasons.

L.

hopei, its congener,

is

similar in appearance, as common in the wild, apparently as easy to
grow (although rather more tropical), but is very rarely available in
New Zealand and commands high prices when it is.
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THE AMAZON LILY
John Platt
Allan Burgoyne-Thomas sent us this photograph and says:
'I had it growing inside for years where it would flower now and then,
so last summer I put it outside in bright light but no sun, and it burst
into flower with five stems of flowers. I have it growing in orchid mix
and sitting in a saucer of water. According to Stirling Macoboy "What
Indoor Plant is that", it is a member of the Amaryllidaceae family".

Eucharis

x

grandifl.ora (syn. E. amazonica),

sometimes

known as the 'White Daffodil', has been cultivated for centuries. An
evergreen,

bulbous

herb,

the

genus

has

approximately

seventeen

species, ranging from the Andes to Central America, with this species
coming from Colombia. Zones

10, 11.

The scented trumpets are held well above the deep green leaves
and growth continues all year round.

Like some other plants,

dry

periods encourage the formation of flower-spikes. In its native habitat,
winter (dry and warm) is the usual flowering time. An enforced resting
period is needed for good results. "Resting the plant from late summer
to early autumn, then watering and feeding, results in a good winter
display" (Hugh Redgrave - NZ Handbook of Bulbs & Perennials).

GRAND RE-OPENING
Labour Weekend
When the new owners of the Waihi Water Gardens took over the
business that had been established for over fifty years, they decided to
close the grounds to the public in order to embark on much needed
renovation and development.
Now,

two years

later,

with the

gardens looking great

and the

waterlilies in flower from November to March/ April, they will re-open
on Labour Weekend to the public.
..... For more information Phone:

(07) 863-8267

Fax:

(07)863-8231

Email: visit@waterlily.co.nz
www.waterlily.co.nz

Top:

Eucharis x grandiflora now growing
Photo: Allan Burgoyne-Thomas

Bottom:
Nymphaea 'Blue Beauty' en masse.

Photo: Grant Bayley
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outdoors in a pot.

